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ABSTRACT 
A bracketed grammar is a context-free grammar in which indexed brackets are 
inserted around the right-hand sides of the rules. The language generated by a bracketed 
grammar is a bracketed language. An algebraic ondition is given for one bracketed 
language to be a subset of another. The intersection a d the difference of two bracketed 
languages with the same brackets and terminals are context-free (although not  
necessarily bracketed) languages. Whether L( G1) C_ L( G~) and whether L( Gt) ~ L( G2) 
is empty are solvable problems for arbitrary bracketed grammars Gt and G2 with the 
same brackets and same terminals. Finally, bracketed languages are shown to be 
codes with strong properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theory of context-flee languages has a number of applications to the study 
of both natural and programming languages. There is substantial evidence that context- 
free languages may be inadequate as models of natural languages [1]. A more powerful 
type of grammar known as a "transformational grammar" seems promising [1]. 
Roughly speaking, a transformational grammar consists of two parts, a "bracketed 
context-flee grammar" and a special set of "structure-preserving" mappings. A 
"bracketed context-flee grammar," abbreviated "B-grammar," is a context-free 
grammar in which indexed brackets are inserted around the right-hand sides of the 
rules, and the language it generates i  called a "bracketed language," abbreviated 
"B-language". Thus each word in a B-language is a "structural description" (i.e., 
"P-marker") and is a linear representation f a parsing tree. In this paper, we define 
and study B-languages. 
* The research reported in this paper was sponsored in part by the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Laboratories, Office of Aerospace Research, under Contract AF 19(628)-5166, 
CRL--Algorithmic Languages Program. 
* Consultant for System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California. 
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The paper is divided into six sections. In Section 1, the basic definitions are in- 
troduced and the B-languages shown to be accepted by a special type of pushdown 
automaton. In Section 2, fundamental relations are obtained between brackets and 
words occurring in derivations of B-grammars. For example, in each word of a 
B-language, the number of left brackets coincides with the number of right brackets. 
Also, for w nonempty, xy and xwy cannot simultaneously occur in the same B-language. 
In Section 3, an algebraic ondition is given for L(G1) to be a subset of L(G2) [also, 
L(G1) = L(G~)], G t and G2 being B-grammars with the same brackets and same 
terminals. Section 4 is concerned with operations on B-languages which yield 
context-free languages. In particular, it is shown that, for B-grammars (;1 and G~ 
with the same brackets and terminals, L(G1) -- L(G~) and L(G1) n L(G2) are context- 
free languages. Section 5 concerns the recursive solvability of certain standard 
questions applied to B-languages. Thus it is recursively solvable to determine for 
arbitrary B-grammars G1 and G~ (with the same brackets and terminals) whether 
L(G1) C_L(G~), L(G1) --L(G2)is finite, L(Gx)n L(G~)is empty, etc. Section 6 shows 
that B-languages are codes with special properties, e.g., with both the prefix and 
the suffix properties. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we briefly review the necessary concepts regarding context-free 
grammars and languages. Then we introduce the special context-free languages 
with which we shall be concerned and note a few properties of them. 
Let Z be a finite nonempty set and Z* the free semigroup with identity E generated 
by Z. Thus X* consists of all finite strings of elements (including the empty string) 
from Z under the operation of concatenation. Each element of X* is called a word. 
We shall be concerned with certain subsets of 27* called "context-free languages." 
To define these we first need the notion of a "context-free grammar." 
A context-free grammar (abbreviated grammar) is a 4-tuple G = (V, Z, P, ~), 
where (i) V is a finite nonempty set (the vocabulary); (ii) Z C V (the set of terminals); 
(iii) o is in V -- Z (start variable); and (iv) P is a finite subset of (V -- Z) • V*. 
Elements of V --  Z are called variables. Elements (~, w) of P are called productions 
(or rules) and are written in the form r --* w. 
The purpose of a grammar is to select certain words in Z*. To understand how 
this is done, we need the following symbolism. 
For x, y in V*, write x =~ y if there exist ~: in V -- Z, u, v, zo in V* such that 
x = u~v, y = uwv, and ~---~ w is in P. For x ,y  in V*, write x ~y  if there exist 
z o ,..., z ,  such that z o = x, zr = y, and zi :~ zi+l for i = 0,..., r --  1. Such a sequence 
Zo ..... zr of words is called a derivation or generation (from z 0 to Zr) and is written 
%0 ~ """ ::~ ~ 9 
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If, in addition, for each i < r there exist ui in Z*, ~i in V -- Z, vi and Yi in V*, 
such that zi = ui~vi, zi~ = ulyivi , and ~i --+ Yi is in P; then z 0 =~ .." =~ Zr is 
called a. leftmost derivation or leftmost generation. 
If  x ~ y, y in Z*, then there exists a leftmost derivation x = z 0 ~ z I ~ ." 
z, = y [2]. 
We now define a context-free language. 
DEFINITION. A subset L of Z* is called a context-free language (abbreviated 
language) if L -  L(G) for some grammar G = (V, Z, P, ~r), where L(G)= {w in 
Z*/a =~ w}. [For each grammar G, L(G) is said to be the language generated by G.] 
We shall assume that the reader has an elementary knowledge of context-free 
languages, such as appears in [3]. 
In linguistics, a P-marker is supposed to indicate the "structural description" of 
a sentence. We wish to consider here the representation f a P-marker in a context-free 
language. Chomsky [1] represents the P-marker of a string x in a language as a 
generation tree from a. For our purposes, it is equivalent to consider the P-marker 
of x as the string generated by using a bracketed version of the original productions. 
To be precise, we need several definitions. 
DEFINITION. A bracketed grammar (abbreviated B-grammar) is a 6-tuple G = 
(V, Z, Zc , ZR , P, ~) where 
(i) (V, Z k) ZL U ZR, P, ,7) is a grammar. 
(ii) Z, XL, and ZR are pairwise disjoint sets. 
(iii) Each production ~r in P is of the form ~:~-+ [~w~],, with s% in 
V --  (Z u XL U ZR), [~ in ZL, ]~ in ZR, w~ in (V -- (ZL t.) ZR))*; such that [~ :/= [~, 
for distinct productions 7r and 7/. 
For notational simplicity, we henceforth denote Z u Z t t.)ZI~ by /2. We usually 
indicate an element of Z t by [i and an element of Z R by ]i 9 ZL is called the set of 
left-brackets, Zp. the set of right-brackets, and Z the set of terminal letters. 
Note that for distinct productions in a B-grammar, the left-brackets are required 
to be different while the right-brackets may be the same. 
Technically speaking, a B-grammar is not a context-free grammar. However, to 
each B-grammar G = (V, Z, ZL, Z~R, P, a), there is associated, in a natural way, a 
context-free grammar--i.e., the context-free grammar H(G) ---- (V, Q, P, a). Because 
of this, we write "generation in G" instead of "generation in H(G)," "L(G)" instead 
of "L(H(G))," etc. 
DEFINITION. A set L is a B-language i fL  = L(G) for some B-grammar G. 
We now describe P-markers precisely. Suppose that G = (V, Z, P, a) is a grammar. 
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Construct a B-grammar GB in the following way. Let % .... , rr n be the distinct 
productions in P; let ZL = {[all ~< i ~< n} be a set of n new symbols; and let 
ZR = {]all ~< i ~< n} be a set of n or fewer new symbols. Let 
aB = (V ,Z ,& ,Z~,P ' ,  ,,), 
where 
P' = {~i-- -+ [iWi]ilTri is 8~--+ Wf, 1 ~< i ~ n}. 
Then each word x in L(GB) can be regarded as a P-marker for the word y in L(G) 
obtained by deleting all the brackets which occur in x. Converseley, for each word y 
in L(G), there is a word x in L(G~) which can be regarded as a P-marker for y. Thus 
the study of B-languages is the study of context-free languages which are composed 
entirely of P-markers. It is also a fact that "transformational grammars" are based on 
B-grammars [1]. In ensuing sections, we shall examine B-grammars and B-languages. 
Examples. (1) Let G = ({a, a, b}, 0, {a}, {b}, {(r --~ ab}, (r). Then L(G) = {ab}. 
(2) Let G = (V, Z, ZL, ZR, P, or), where V = {(r, [1, [2, ] i ,  ]2}, where 
Z = 0, ZL = {[1, [2}, 27R -- {]1, ]2}, and P = {a ~ [1~]1, a ~ [2]2}" Then L(G) -- 
{[ln[,~]2]ln/n ~ 0}. 
Note that {aa} is not a B-language. Also, no set which contains a word of length 
less than two can be a B-language. 
It is well-known [2] that a set of words is a language if and only if it is accepted 
by some pushdown automaton. 1 However, B-languages are accepted by a special type 
of pushdown automaton as is now shown. 
DEFINITION. An E-free deterministic pushdown automaton is a 7-tuple M = 
(K, ~' , / ' ,  8, Zo, qo, F) where (i) K, Z, and 1" are finite nonempty sets (of states, 
inputs, and pushdown symbols, respectively); (ii) Z o is in F and qo is in K (start pushdown 
symbol and start state, respectively); (iii) F C K (set of final states); and (iv) 8 is 
a function of K • 27 • _P into K X / '*  such that for each (q, a) in K • Z, 8(q, a, Zo) = 
(p, Zoy ) for some (p, y) in K • F*. 
DEFINITION. Given an e-free deterministic pushdown automaton M, let }-* be 
the relation on K•  • / '*  defined as follows: For Z in / '  and a in Z, let 
(p, aw, o~) b (q, w, ay) if 8(p, a, Z) = (q, y). Let (p, w, a) [-* (p, w, a) for all p, w, ~. 
For a, fl in F* and xi in Z (1  ~ i~<k) ,  write (p, xl...xkw, a) b*(q,w, fl) if 
there exist Pl =P, . . . ,Pk+I  =q inK  and % =cq. . . ,%+1=/3  in T* such that 
(p,, x, ... xkw , cq) F (Pi+I, X,+l... xkw, ~i+a) for 1 ~ i ~ k. A word w in Z* is said 
to be accepted by M if (qo, w, Zo) F* (q, e, a) for some q in F and ~ in / ' * .  
x We assume the reader is acquainted with pushdown automata. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Every B-language is the set of words accepted by some E-free de- 
terministic pushdown automaton. 
Proof. Let L be a B-language and L = L(G), where G = (V, Z, ZL,  ZR,  P, or). 
Let M be the E-free deterministic pushdown automaton (K, s 3, qo, Zo, {qa}) 
where K = {qo, qx, q2}, P = V u {]$/], in ZR}, each ]'i being a new symbol, and 3 
is defined as follows: Let 3(qo, [ i ,  Zo) = (qo, Zo]'~ wR) if2 e--+ [~w]i is in P, 8(q o , 
b ,  ~) = (qo,]~ wR) if ~:--+ bw]j is in P, 8(qo, a, a) = (qo, ~) for all a in 27w Z R, 
8(q0,] J , ] ; )  =(qt , ' ) ,  and 8(qi ,a ,Z)=(q~,Z)  for all (qi ,a,Z) in K•215 F 
not already defined. I t  is easily seen that L(G) is the set of all words accepted by 3//. 
Since every language accepted by an ~-free deterministic pushdown automaton is 
unambiguous a [4], we have 
COROLLARY 1. Every B-language is unambiguous. 
Since the complement of every language accepted by an E-free deterministic push- 
down automaton is an unambiguous language [4], we also have 
COROLLARY 2. The complement of a B-language is an unambiguous language. 
Remark. The complement of a B-language L is never a B-language. [For 27* - -  L 
contains a word of length one.] 
2. WORO AND BRACKET RELATIONS 
We now obtain a number of basic results about relations between brackets and 
words in derivations of B-grammars. 
Our first result concerns the relationship between the number of left- and right- 
brackets. 
Notation. For x in V*, let 
#L(X) = E #a(x) ,#R(x)  = E #a(x), 
ain27 L ainU' R 
and #B(x) = #L(X) - -  #R(X), where #a(X) denotes the number of occurrences of 
ainx.  
z Let E be an abstract set. Let CR = E and for each xl ... xk, all xi in E, let (xi ... xk) R = x~... xv 
For U_CE*, let U R = {uR/u in U}. 
z A grammar (V, 27, P, ~) is said to be unambiguous if, for each word w in L(G) there is exactly 
one leftmost derivation from ~ generating w. A language L is said to be unambiguous if there 
is some unambiguous grammar generating L.
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DEFINITION. X is an initial subword or prefix of y i fy  = xv for some v. If, moreover, 
x :# r and v :# r then x is a proper initial subword, x is a terminal subword or suffix 
ofy  i fy  = ux for some u. If, moreover, u :/6 ~ and x 5& E; then x is a proper terminal 
subword. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = (V, 2:, 2:L, ~,R , P, a). Let ~ be a variable and x, y in V*. 
(a) #B(xy) = #B(x) + #B(Y). 
(b) I f  ~ =~ y, then #B(Y) = O. 
(c) I f  ~ ~ y and x is a proper initial (proper terminal) subword of y, 
then #L(X) > #R(X)(#R(X) > #L(X)). 
(d) I f  ~ ~, xy, x ~ ,, and y ~ ,; then #B(x) > 0 and #B(Y) < O. 
Proof. (a) is obvious, (b) involves a simple induction on the length of the generation 
of y, and (d) follows trivially from (c). 
In dealing with (c), we first concern ourselves with x being an initial subword 
of y. Let 
be a derivation of ~: =~ y. The argument is by induction on s. I f  s = 1, then #L(X) ---- 1 
and #R(X) = 0. Assume the result is true for all derivations in which s ~< p, p >/ 1. 
Suppose that s = p + 1. Let k + 1 be the smallest integer such that x is a proper 
initial subword of Zk+l. Let z~ = uyv, zk+ 1 = u[iw]iv, and V-+ [iw]i in P. By 
induction, #L(U) > #R(u) if u @ e, and #L(u) = #R(u) if u = ,. I f  k + 1 ~< p, then 
#L(X) > #R(X) by induction. Suppose k + 1 = p + 1. Then k = p >~ 1. Thus 
u :# c and #L(U) > #R(U). Due to the minimality of k -+- 1, x is not a proper initial 
subword of uy, and thus not an initial subword of u. Two cases arise. 
(1) Suppose x is an initial subword of u[iw]i. Then 
#L(x) = #L(u) + 1 > #R(u) + 1 >~ #R(x). 
(2) Suppose x is not an initial subword of u[iw]i. Then x = u[iw]iv', with 
0 < ] v' [ < Iv ].4 Then u~,v' is a proper initial subword of zk(---- z~), so that 
#L(U: ' )  = #I.(U) + #L(V') > #R(U~V') = #R(U) + #R(V'). Thus 
#L(x) ~- #L(U[iW]iV') = #L(U) + #L(V') + 1 
> #R(u) + #~(v') + 1 
= #R(x) .  
The part of (c) dealing with terminal subwords follows in an analogous fashion. 
The next result concerns words obtained in derivations in a B-grammar. 
4 For each word t, [ t ] denotes the length of t. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let  G = (V ,  2 ,  ZL  , ZR ,  P ,  a). I f  u Y> xwy fo r  some u in V*  and  
some x,  w, y in s 5 w 56 ~; then u ~ xy  is impossible. 
Proof .  Suppose the contrary. Let n be the smallest integer and u a word of 
smallest length (depending on n) such that there exist w 56 ~, x, y in g2*, and leftmost 
derivations 
U = Zo ~ Zl ~ "" ~ z ,  = xy  (1) 
and 
u = t o => "'" => t m -~- xwy.  (2) 
By the minimal i ty of n, t x 56 z 1 . Let t o = ul~lu  ~ ... Uk~kUk+l, where each u~ 
is in I2" and each ~i is a variable. Since (1) and (2) are leftmost derivations, 
Z 1 = U l [ jq ] jU2~ 2 . . .  U,,c+ 1 and t x : u1[d' ] ,uz~ 2 ... uk+t for some j ~ s, with ~1 --* [~q]~ 
and ~x --* [d']~ in P. Therefore x is an initial subword of Ul,  i.e., u 1 = xul ' .  Then 
to' = z0' ~ Zl' ~ "'" => zn' = y (3) 
and 
t o' => t 1' => ... => tm' = wy, (4) 
where zi = xz i '  and tg = xtg' for each i and g. By the minimal i ty of the length~of u, 
x = E. In  a similar manner,  we see that Uk+x = E. Then  
u1~1 ... Uk~k = Zo => Zl => "'" => Zn = y (5) 
and 
u1~1 ... uk~k = to => tl ~ "'" ~ tm= wy.  (6) 
From (5) and (6), there exist cq ,..., ~k, 131 .... , flk such that ~i =~ ~i,  ~i =~ fli for each i, 
y = Ul~lU 2 ... ~Xk, (7)  
and 
wy = Ul/31u2 . . . /3k .  (8)  
Let c be the smallest proper terminal subword v of y such that #s(V) = 0. Then  c 
is the smallest proper terminal subword v of wy such that #~(v) = 0. F rom Theorem 
2.1(b), (7), and (8), c is a terminal subword of both o k and ilk. By Theorem 2.1(d), 
a~. = c = ilk. Then  from (5) and (6), there exist d < n and leftmost generations 
and 
u1~1 ... ~r ~ Zl' :~ "'" :~ zd' : y '  
Ul~ 1 .,. ~k_ lUk  :::> t l  t ::~ " ' "  ::>" te  t : wy' ,  
(9) 
(lO) 
5 Recall that 9 = 27 u 27 L w Z R . 
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where y '  = ula t ... ak_lUk. This contradicts the minimality of n and the theorem 
is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let L be a B-language. I f  xwy is in L and w -%- E, then xy is not in L. 
Letting x = e, we get 
COROLLARY 2. Let L be a B-language. I f  wy is in L and w :# ~, then y is not in L. 
Letting y = E, we get 
COROLLARY 3. Let L be a B-language. I f  xw is in L and w =A E, then x is not in L. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G ~- (V, ~, ZL,  2R ,  P, ~). I f  ~ ~ x (~ a variable, y @ ~, 
x andy  in g2*), then there is no variable v such that v =~ xy. 
Proof. Since ~: :~ x and x is in ~2", x ---- [ix' for some [i and some x'. Suppose 
there is a variable v such that v =~ xy. Then v ~ [ix'y, so that v = ~. Then ~ :~ x 
and ~: ~ xy, contradicting Theorem 2.2. 
Using Theorem 2.2, we are able to show that certain languages cannot be subsets 
of B-languages. 
THEOREM 2.3. No B-language contains an infinite regular set. n 
Proof. Suppose that L is a B-language containing an infinite regular set R. By 
Theorem 9 of [5], there exist words x, w ,y  in f2* such that 
{xwny/n ~ O, w =/= e} C_ R C_C_ L. 
Then xy and xwy are in L, with w ~ E. This contradicts Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 1. No infinite B-language is a regular set. 
Since a generalized sequential machine 6 maps a regular set onto a regular set [6], 
we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be an infinite regular set and L a B-language. Then there is 
no generalized sequential machine S which maps R into L such that S(R) is infinite. 
There is a special family of languages, the "Dyck" languages, which is used in 
characterizing the full family of languages. 
DEFINITION For n ~ 1, the Dych language D2n is the language generated by 
We assume the reader is familiar with the notions of a regular set [5] and a generalized 
sequential machine [6]. 
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(V2~,Z-O,~,P2n,~r), where Z-o, ={[ , , ]~/1  ~i~n},  V-on=S-o,U{a},  and P -o , -  
The next corollary establishes a relation between the Dyck languages and the 
B-languages. 
COROLLARY 3. No B-language can contain a homomorphic image 7 of a Dyck 
language. In particular, no B-language can contain a Dyck language. 
Proof. Assume L is a B-language, D-on is a Dyck language, and h(D-o,~) C L for some 
homomorphism h. Suppose h(x) = ~ for each x in Z-o,,. Then  h(D-o,) = {E). This  is 
a contradict ion since E is not in L. Suppose h([i) @ ~ or h(]i) v 6 E for some i. Then  
h([i]i) = w =/= E. Since ([i]i) k is in D2n for each k >/ 1, 
{h(([+y)/k >1 1} = {w /k >1 I} =L. 
This is a contradict ion since {wk/k >t- 1} is an infinite regular set. 
3. CONTAINMENT 
In this section we give an algebraic (and effective) condit ion for L(G1) to be a 
subset of L(G-o) for B-grammars G 1 and G-o with the same brackets ~andsame terminals. 
In  order to do this, we introduce and prove some facts about a concept called 
"T-equivalence." 
DEFINITION. Let  G 1 - -  (V1,  Z, ~'L, ZR,  P1, (Xl) and G-o = (V-o, Z, ZL,  2:R, P-o, a o) 
be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Words  a 1 ... a k and b 1 ... bm, 
each a i in V 1 and each b~ in V-o, are called T-equivalent, written a 1 ... akTb 1 ... b,~, 
if the following three condit ions hold: 
(1)  k = m. 
(2) bi = ai if ai is in Y2. 
(3) bi is in V-o - -  Y2 if ai is in V1 - -  s 
I f  (1), (2), and (3) hold; then a i -- b i if bi is in .(2 and a i is in V 1 - -  -(2 if and only 
if bi is in V-o - -  g2. 
I f  xTy  and x'Ty',  then xx'Tyy' .  
I f  xx'Tyy'  and xTy, then x'Ty' .  Similarly, x'Ty'  if x'xTy'y  and xTy. 
We now extend the definition of T-equivalence to leftmost derivations. 
' Let f be a mapping of 27:* into 222" such that f(c) = e and f(al ... ak) : f(al)...f(ak) for 
each sequence al ..... ak of elements of 221 9 Then f is said to be a homomorphism, and f(L) a 
homomorphic mage of L for each set L _C 221". 
s That is, with the same left-brackets and the same right-brackets. 
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DEFINITION. 
The leftmost generations 
and 
Let G m and G 2 be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. 
w o~w m=>'-" ~ w~ in G x 
%'  => w 1' ~ "" => w s' in G s 
are called T-equivalent if r = s and wiTwi' for each s 
Clearly T-equivalence is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. 
Suppose that w 0 => ... => wr and %'  ~ ... => w(  are T-equivalent. For 0 ~ i < r, 
if ~i ~ Yi and ~i' --+ Yi' are the productions yielding wi => Wi+l and wi' => w~+t, 
respectively, then yiTy~'. 
The next two lemmas yield a condit ion for generations to be T-equivalent. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G 1 = ( V1, Z, ZL , ZR , P1, am) and G~ = ( Vs , Z, 2,L , ZR , Pz , as) 
be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Let w in Vx* and y in Vs* be words 
such that wTy.  I f  
= W 0 :~ W 1 ::~ "'" :~  fO r = W 
and 
v :Y0  =>Yl => "'" =>Ys :Y  
are derivations in G a and G2, respectively, with ~ and v variables; then w lTy  t . 
Proof. Since r : #e(W), s : #L(Y), and wTy;  r : s. Let w I : Wll ... wx~ and 
Ya : Yn .-. Yl~, with each wli in V 1 and YlJ in Vs. For 2 ~< h ~< r, 1 ~< i ~< k, and 
1 ~<j  ~< l, there exist whi in VI* and YnJ in Vs* such that w(n_x) ~ => whi or 
w(n-1)i = wni, Y(n-1)J ~ Yn~ or Y(h-a)~ : Yn~, and 
(1) w n = wna ... wnk andyn = Ynx ...Ynt 9 
Let m be the largest integer such that wr iZYr i  for each i < m. Then  
(2) w,m ... wr(m-1) Tyri ... Yr(m-a) 
and 
(3) [ Wrl ... Wr(m_X)l = ]Yrl ""Y,(m-1)l" 
Suppose I wrx ... wr(m-a)l < I w I" By (1), (3), and wTy,  wrm andyrm exist. By definition 
of m, w,n and Yrm are not T-equivalent. From (1), (2), and wTy,  it follows that 
(4) Wrm ... wr~Ty,~ "" Yrt " 
Suppose win is a left-bracket. Then  m = 1, so that Yl,~ = Y~m is a left-bracket. Hence 
wm = win and Yrm = Ylm. Since wTy,  wrm = Wrx = Yrl = Yr,~, a contradiction. 
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Thus  Wlm is not a left-bracket. Similarly wire andy~m are not in Z' L u XR. Suppose wire 
and Yam are both terminals. Then  wl,, = w, ,  and Ylm = Y~m. F rom (4), w,~ ---- Y~m, 
a contradiction. Suppose one of {wa,~, Yxm) is a terminal and the other a variable, 
say Wlm is a terminal andylm a variable. Then  Wlm= w~.  By (4), Y~m is not a variable. 
Thus  Yrm = [iY' for some [~ in XI~ and some y' .  F rom (4), win = w~m = [ i ,  a con- 
tradiction. Suppose Wlm and Ylm are both variables. Then  Wlm :~ w~,, and Ylm :~ Yr,~- 
Thus  #B(w~m) = #B(Y,~) = 0. By Theorem 2.1 (d), #B(z) > 0 for each proper 
initial subword z of w~m, and #B(z) > 0 for each proper initial subword z of Y~m. 
Combining with (4), it follows that [ w~,~ [ = [Y~m [. Thus  w~Ty~m,  a contradiction. 
Hence [Yra ".Yr(m-1)[ : I wrl ... Wr~r~-a)[ : t W[ : [Y [. Then  k : l and wriTyr~ 
for i ~ k. Now [w~i[ > l([y~i[ ~> 1) if and only if wl~(y~i ) is a variable. And 
if w~i(y~i) is in g2, then Wli = w~i(yli : Y~i). Thus  w~iTyxi for each i. Hence 
Wl : Wtl ... wI~Tylx ... Ya~ : Y l ,  completing the proof. 
LEMMA 39 Let G x = (V1, Z', Z'L, 27R, P1,  al) and G 2 = ( V2 , Z, ZL , ZR , P2 , cr2) 
be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Let Wo , w in VI* and yo , y in ~ * 
be words such that wTy  and woTyo9 I f  
(1 )  Wo ~ w l  ~ . . -  ~ wr  = w 
and 
(2) Yo ~ Yl ~ "'" => Ys = Y 
are leftmost derivations in G I and G~, respectively, then (1) and (2) are T-equivalent. 
Proof9 Since r = #L(W) - -  #L(Wo), S = #L(Y) - -  #L(Y0), woTyo, and wTy; 
r = s. The  proof is by induction on r. Obviously the lemma is true if r = 1. Assume 
the lemma is true for all r < t, t />  2, and consider = t. By induction, it suffices 
to prove that wxTy 1 . 
Since (1) and (2) are leftmost derivations, there exist u I , v 1 in zQ*, uz, u 3 in VI* , 
v2, v a in V2* , ~r and v such that w o = ua~u 2, w 1 = UlUaU ~ , Yo = vlvv2 , Yl  = VlVaV2 ,
--+ u s is in P1,  and v -~ v 3 is in P~. Since woTyo, it follows that u x = v 1 and 
t r t t u~Tv~ Sincew 1 :~ wandy  x ~y; thereex is tw l ,wz ,y l ,y  ~ suchthatw ' ' 9 = U lW 1 W 2 , 
y = ulyl'y2' , u 3 :~ Wl' , U 2 :J> W~', V~ :~ Yl', and v 2 ~> Y2'. Since ~r :~ W 1' and 
v :~ Yl'; Wl' is the smallest proper initial subword z of w(w(  such that #B(z) = 0 
and Yl' is the smallest proper initial subword z of Yl'Y2' such that #B(z) = 0. From 
Wl'W2'Tyl'y2' , it thus follows that Wl'Tyi'. Now there exist leftmost derivations 
~u z~. . .  ~w(  in G 1 
and 
v :~ v s => "" :~ Yl' in G~. 
By Lemma 3.1, usTv s . Thus  Wl = ulusu2TUlVsV2 = Yl and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY. Let G = (V, 27, XL , XR , P, a) be a B-grammar. Let Wo , w, y be words 
such that wTy and 
WO ::~ Wl  :~  "'" ::~ W'r = W 
and 
Wo =Yo =~Yl => "'" ~Y8 =Y 
are leftmost derivations. Then r = s and wi = Yi for each i. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, r = s and wiTyi for each i. By assumption, w 0 = Y0. 
Suppose w i = Yi for i < k. There exist u k in 12", vk, ~:k, zk, and zk' such that 
Yk-t = wk-i = uk~kvk, wk = UkZkVk, Yk = UkZk'Vk, with ~:k ~ zk and ~:k ~ zk' in P. 
Then zk = [h(k)~, and z~' = [j(~)3,' for some [h(~), [~(~) in X L and some ~,,  ~,' in V*. 
Since w, Ty, , [~(~) = [n(~). Thus z~ = z~' and w~ = y~. By induction, the corollary 
is then true. 
We now turn to the problem of obtaining a "simple" test for when L(Gt) CL(G~), 
G~ and Gz being B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. 
DEFINITION. A B-grammar G = (V, 27, ZL, XR, P, ~) is said to be reduced if it 
satisfies the following two properties: (1) For each variable ~: :~ a, there is a word 
w in ~2" such that ~: =~ w; (2) For each variable ~ @ a, there exist words w and v 
in V* such that (r :~ w~v. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G1 = (1/'1, X, XL , XR , P1, al) and G~ = (V2 , Z, ZL , ZR , P2 , as) 
be reduced B-grammars with the same terminals and brackets. I f  ~) ~ L(Gx) CL(G~), 
then for each production ~ ~ w in P1 there exists one and only one production ~' ~ w' 
in P2 such that wTw'. 
Proof. Let ~--+ w be in P1. Suppose there are two productions ~'--~ w' and 
~"---~ w" in P2 such that wTw' and wTw ~. Then w'Tw". Since w '= [iY']i and 
w" = [jy"]j for some [i, [~, ]i ,  ]~,y' ,  and y"; [i = [j. Since G 2 is a B-grammar, 
~' = ~:" and w' = [iY']i = [iY"]J = w". To complete the proof, it thus suffices to 
show there is at least one production ~' --* w' in P2 such that wTw'. 
Since L(G1) 4 :0  and G 1 is reduced, there exist a leftmost derivation in G 1 and 
words x, u in ~2" andy in V* such that 
a 1 = W 0 ~ " ' "  ~ x~y =~ xwy => "'" =:" W r = U. 
Since L(G1) CL(G2) , u is in L(G2). Thus there exist a leftmost derivation in G2 
0"2 = ~0 ~ " ' "  : :~ ZS  = U .  
By Lemma 3.2, the derivations are T-equivalent. Let i be the integer such that 
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z~Txr and zi~aTxwy. Then zi = x~:'y' and z~+a - xw'y' for some variable ~:' and 
some words w', y' .  Since yTy '  and x~qvTxw'y', it follows that wTw'. Clearly ~:' -+ w' 
is in P2 since it is used to yield zz = v z~_ 1 . 
Remark. The assumption that L(GI) 7 ~ 0 is crucial. For let 
Gx = ( V, X, •  , ZR , P~ , ,~) 
and O 2 = (V, Z, XL, X'R, P o, ~), where X = {a}, Z L --  {[,}, 1 R --  {]x}, V = {~} k) 32, 
I"1 :-= (~ ~ Il l-h}, a~d & {~ ~ [1~]1)- Then a~ and a~ are reduced, L(a~) = 0, 
L(Ga) C_L(G~), but [aao]~ and [aoc~]a are not T-equivalent. 
DEFINITION. Let G 1 - (V, I ,  XL, Z'R, P1, al) and G 2 = (V2, X, Z ' t ,  XR, P2, a2) 
be B-grammars with the same terminals and brackets. A homomorphism -r of G x into 
G 2 is defined as a homomorphism r of 1~1" into Vz* such that (i) r(//a - -  ~)  C~ ~ --  g2, 
(ii) r(a) = a for each a in ~Q, (iii) r(r - or2, and (iv) T(~) -*  ~-(w) is in P2 for each 
~: --+ w in P1 9 Given a homomorphism r of G x into G 2 , let TG, be the function of P1 
into P o defined by ra,(~ --* W) = T(~)-+ T(W) for each s r --+ w in P1. An isomorphism 
of G a onto Go. is a homomorphism 9 of G 1 into G 2 such that r is one to one on V1, 
~-(r/l) -- V.a, and ral(P1) P.~. 
'FiqEO~M 3.1. Let G1 - (V~ , X, I t ,  Zv. , P, , ~,) and G2 = (V2 , Z, XL , X~. , 
P2, r be reduced B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Let L(G1) v60. 
Then L(G1) .C: L(G,) i /and only if there exists a homomorphism of G x into Go. 
Proof. Suppose thatL(Gx) C_L(Go.). For each production ~: --+ w in P1 let tz(s r ~ w) 
be the production in P2 guaranteed by Lemma 3.3. For each variable ~ in l~ let 
~(~:) : {~/~(~: ~ w)  = ~ -~ ~ '  for  ~ome ~ ~ w in P1}- 
We now show 
(>,) ~b(~:) contains exactly one element. 
Since G 1 is reduced, for each variable r in V1 there exists at least one word w in 
t1"  such that ~: --~ w is in / '1  9 Thus 4J(~:) is nonempty. Suppose ~: -+ w and ~: --+ w' 
are in P1. Let ~(~: -~w) - -v - -~v  and /~(~: - -~w' ) - -v ' -+v ' .  To justify ( ,) ,  it 
suffices to show that v = v'. Since G 1 is reduced, there exist x, u, u' in/2* and y in 
VI* such that 
G1 ..... W O :~ ... r_% Wk = x~y => xwy == Wk+ 1 :-~ " ' "  =-> W r = U 
and 
G 1 = W o ~ " '"  ~ W k = x~y :~ xw'y  = W 1' => " '"  => W s '  == U '  
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are leftmost derivations in G 1 . Since u and u' are in L(G1)GL(G~), there exist 
leftmost derivations in G~ 
(7 2 : 2; 0 ::~ "'" ::> ~,  ~-  U 
and 
o~ ~-- ~0' => "'" :=> ~+s = U'. 
By Lemma 3.2, z~Tw~ and zffTwk, so that zkTz ft. By the corollary to Lemma 3.2, 
z ,  = zff. By construction of/z(~: ~ w) and/~(~: -+ w'), z ,  : xvt and z,  = z , '  = xv't' 
for some t and t'. Thus v = v' and (*) is justified. 
Let r be the homomorphism on VI* defined by r(a) = a for each a in 12 and 
,(r = re, where ~b(~:) = (vt}, for each variable ~ in G 1 . Clearly r(%) : %.  Let 
~:--~ w be a production in P1 and /z(~:--* w)= r(r z~. It  follows, from the 
T-equivalence of the generations 
(Yl : WO ==>" "'" ==> Wr  : g 
and 
of Lemma 3.3 and the definition of/z, that r(w) = ~. Thus r is a homomorphism 
of G 1 into G 2 . 
Finally, suppose there exists a homomorphism r of G 1 into G~. Let w be in L(G1) 
and ax = Wo :~ "'" ::> w, = w a derivation in G x of w (from oh). For each i, let 
~-(w~) = z , .  Since r(o~) = % and r(w) = w, to prove L(Ga)CL(G2) it suffices to 
show that z, ~ z,+~ for each i ~< r - -  1. Let wi = u~r and Wi+l = ulyiv~, with 
~--~ Yi in P1- Then r(w 0 = r(ui)r(~i)r(v~) and r(wi+a) = r(ui)r(y~)r(v,). Since r 
is a homomorphism of G1, rc:(r -+ Yi) = r(r -+ r(yi) is in P~. Thus zi ~ zi+l 
in G~. 
COROLLARY. Given a B-grammar G with each left-bracket occurring in at least one 
word of L(G), there are only finitely many languages M generated by B-grammars with 
the same brackets and terminals uch that L(G) C_ M. 
Proof. Let L(G) C_ M, with G = (V, 2~, Z'L, ZR,  P, o) and M generated by the 
B-grammar G' = (V', Z, 2~L, 2~R, P' ,  C). There is no loss in generality in assuming 
that G and G'  are reduced, and that L(G)~ O. Since G and G' are reduced, 
max{#(V - -  f2), #(V '  -- /2)} ~< #(XL) )  We may therefore assume that V - -  12 and 
V' - -  12 are subsets of some given set of r elements where r = #(XL). By Theorem 3.1,  
there exists a homomorphism r of G into G'. Now ra maps P onto P' .  [For let 
For each set E, #(E) denotes the number of elements in E. 
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~: ~ [~z]j. be in P ' .  By hypothesis, there exists v --~ [~y]~ in P. Then  "co(v --~ [iY]t) = 
-+ [~z]j .] Since "ca is uniquely determined by "c and there are at most r * different "c, 
there are at most r * different M. 
A "s imple"  test for determining if L(G1) = L(G3) for arbitrary B-grammars G 1 
and G 3 with the same brackets and terminals is given in the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G 1 and G2 be reduced B-grammars with the same brackets and 
terminals. Let L( G1) :;& ~ and L( G2) =/= ~. Then L( G1) = L( G2) if and only if there is 
an isomorphism of G 1 onto G 2 . 
Proof. Let  G 1 = (//'1, X, XL, XR , / '1 ,  ~ and G 2 = (//'2, X, XL, XR, P2,0.2). 
Suppose there exists an isomorphism "c of G 1 onto G 2 . Then  "c-1, the mapping 
of V 2 into V 1 defined by "c-l(x) = y if "c(y) = x, is obviously a homomorph ism of 
G 2 onto G 1 . By Theorem 3.1, L(G1) C_L(G2) andL(G3) C_L(G1), whenceL(G1) = L(G3). 
Now suppose that L(G~) -L (G2) .  By Theorem 3.1, there exists a homomorph ism 
zl of G 1 into G 2 . Let v be a variable in G 2 . Since G 3 is reduced and L(G2) ~ O, 
there exists a product ion v ~ [iw in P2 for some [~ in XL and some w. Since G 3 is 
reduced andL(G2) @ 0, there exists a word w 1 inL(G2) containing an occurrence of [ i -  
Then  w 1 is in L(Ga). Thus  there exists a product ion ~:--~ [iY in P I .  Obviously 
tz(~: --~ [iy) = v --+ [iw,/z as in Theorem 3.1, so that Zl(~ ) - -  v. Therefore "cl is onto; 
i.e., "cl(V1) = V 3 . The preceding argument also shows that "clo,(P1) = P2. In a 
similar manner,  there exists a homomorphism "c2 of G2 into G 1 such that r2(V3) = V1 
and "C2G2(V2) : V 1 . Thus  #(V1) : #(V2) , whence "cl is one-to-one. Similarly, r io  1 
is one-to-one from P1 onto P~. Thus  "cl is an isomorphism of G 1 onto G2. 
COROLLARY. Let L = L(G) ~ O, where G = (V, Z, XL , ZR , P, 0.) is a B-grammar. 
Then there is a unique (up to isomorphism) reduced B-grammar G 1 = (V1 ,  ~', ~ ' i . ,  
XR , Pa , 0.1) generating L. 
The assumption regarding identical terminals and brackets is necessary as the 
following example shows. Let  G 1 = (//'1, X1, X1L, X1R , P1,0.),  where V 1 = 121 t3 {0.}, 
Z'I = {[x, [3, ]1, ]2}, Z'aL = {[z}, Z'xR = {]z}, and P1 = {or ~ [z[111131213}. Let  G~ = 
(/72, Xz, Z2L, X2R, P2,0.),  where V2 = s v {0., a, fl}, X s = O, X3L = {[1, [2, [3}, 
X2R = {]1, ]2, ]3}, and P2 = {a --~ [3~fl]3, c~ -+ [111, fl --+ [213)- Then  G 1 and G 2 are 
reduced, have different brackets and terminals, and L(G1) = L(G2). 
4. OPERATIONS 
Transformational  analysis starts from a "basis"  of B-languages and leads to a 
wider class of sets [1]. One reason for this is that most operations do not preserve 
B-languages. For  example, L1L 2 need not be a B-language for B-languages L 1 and L 3 . 
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[For let L t = {ab) and L 2 = {ba).] Also, if L is a B-language then L R need not be a 
B-language. [For let L = {ab, cb}.] In this section we consider operations which 
need not preserve languages, but map certain B-languages into languages. For 
example, as noted in Corollary 2 of Theorem 1.1 and the remark following it, the 
complement ofa B-language is always a language but never a B-language. In particular, 
we shall consider intersection and difference of B-languages. 
Consider the intersection of B-languages. In general, this need not be a language. 
For let G 1 = (V1,271, ~IL, z~71R, P1, ~), where V 1 = {0", ~, 1..} t..) s ~1 = {]2, [3}, 
271L = {[1, a, [2, b, [4}, Z'IR = {]1, d, ]a, c, ]4}, and P1 consists of the productions 
O" ---+ [1~]I , ~ -->" a~d, ~ --+ [212v[313 , It --->- bvc, and v --~ [414. Let G 2 = (V2, Z2, ~-'2L, 
272R, P2, a), where V2 = {a, s e, v} u /22 ,  Z 2 = {[4, ]4}, 272L = {[1, [2, a, [8, s 
272R = {]1, ]3, b, ]a, d}, and P2 consists of g--+ [1~[414v]1, se--+ [2]2, ~:--+ a~b, 
" --+ [da, and v --+ cvd. Then 
and 
L(GI) = {[lai[2]2b'[4]4d[a]3di]l/i, j >/0}, 
L(G2) = {[lak[2]2bk[4]4c'~[a]adn]l/k,  >/0}, 
z,(Cl) n L(c,,) = > 0}. 
It is easily seen that L(G1) n L(G2) is not a language. Consider 
L( G1) -- L(G2) = {[lai[2]2bJ[4]4CJ[z]adi]l/i, j >~ O, i @ ]}. 
Using established methods, it can be shown that L(Ga) --L(G2) is not a language. 
Thus the difference of two B-languages need not be a language. 
In the above example, the brackets and terminals of G 1 are mixed with brackets 
and terminals of G2. This is no accident. For we shall show in this section that if 
L 1 and L 2 are languages with the same brackets and same terminals, then L 1 n L2 
and L 1 - - L  2 are languages (although not necessarily B-languages.) 
In order to derive the intersection and difference results, we introduce the following 
grammar elated to a B-grammar. 
Notation. Let G = (V, Z', ~L, '~TR, P, a), with 27 L = {[dl ~ i ~< n}. Let 
if, Yl ,..., Yn be n + 1 new symbols. Let /z  be the substitution 1~ on V* defined by 
/z(a) ={a} for a in /2 and /,(~)={yj/~--+[jw]~ is in P} for ~ in V- -g2.  Let 
0 = (12, ~, P, 5), where 12 = {7i/1 <~ i ~ n} U g2 U {5} and 
P : {yj -+ z/~: -+ [jw], is in P and z is in/,([jw]j)} V0 {5 --+ Yo'/Y~" in tz(a)}. 
10 For each element a in E let E~ be a set and /~(a) a subset of E~*. Let /~(~) = {e} and 
p(xl ... xk) = /~(xl) .../~(x~) for each sequence xl ..... xk of elements in E~. Then the function p 
(of E* into the subsets of ([.)~ E~)*) is called a substitution. 
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Note that if G 1 and G~ are B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals, 
then G1 = (17", ~2,/~,  5) and G 2 = (l?, s P~, 5), i.e., C~ and G 2 differ only in 
their productions. 
LEMMA 4.1. L(G) = L(O) for every B-grammar G. 
Proof. Suppose w is in L(G).  Then there exists a leftmost derivation 
G = W 0 =:>- " ' "  ~ W r = W 
in G. For each i < r, let ~i --+ [f(i)Yi]m) be the production which yields w i ~ wi+l 9 
For 0 ~ i ~ r, let wi = Wix ... wik(i), each wi~ in V. I f  wij is in/2, let w'i~ = wi~ 9 
Suppose w~j is a variable. Then this occurrence is the leftmost variable in some w~, 
say w~(~.~.). Let w~j = 7:(~(~.J)). For 0 ~< i < r, let w~' = w~ ... w~k,). It  is a straight- 
forward matter to show that 
5 :r~ WO t =:> Wl  t :~  . . .  ~ W~_ I  :~  Wr  = W 
is a leftmost derivation in G. Thus L(G) C_L(O). 
Now let w be in L(G).  Then there exists a leftmost derivation 
5 =2;> W 0 ::~ """ ~ W r ~ W 
in G. For 0 ~ i < r, let ~'o(i)--+ [o(i)zi]o(i) be the production in P which yields 
wi => W~+l 9 From the definition of P, there exist ~g and Yo(i) such that ~'o(~) is in 
t~(~i), ~i ~ [o(i)Yo(~)]o(i) is in P, and zi is in /~(yg(~)). It can be verified that there 
exist words w0',... , w /such  that w 0' = or, w/  = w, and, for 0 ~< i < r, w i' ~ w~+ 1is 
obtained by using ~i ~ [o(~)Yo(i)]o(i). Thus w is in L(G), i.e., L(G) CL(G) ,  and the 
proof is complete. 
By trivially modifying the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the following two results 




=Yo =>Yl ::~ "'" ~Ys = x 
are derivations, with ~ a variable. Then w 1 ~ Yt 9 
Let G 1 and G 2 be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. 
~ -~ Wo ~ Wl ~ "" :> wr = x in 01 
in 05 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G 1 and G2 be B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. 
Suppose that 
W 0 =~ W 1 ~ " ' "  ::~ W r = X in  ~ I  
571/I/I-z 
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and 
wo =- Yo => Yl ~ "'" => Y~ = x in G2 
are leftmost derivations, with w o = 5 or w o not containing 5. Then the derivations 
coincide, i.e., r = s and wi ----- Yi for each i. 
COROLLARY. G is unambiguous for each B-grammar G. 
Proof. LetG 1 - -GandG 2 =G.  I f  
5=> ... =~ x and 6=> ... => x 
are leftmost derivations in C of a word x in L(G), then the derivations coincide by 
Lemma 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. The intersection of B-languages with the same brackets and terminals 
is an unambiguous language. 
Proof. Let G t = (V a, Z, ZL, ZR, / )1 ,  (r) and G 2 = (V2, Z, ZL, ZR, P2, a) be 
arbitrary B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Then G t ---- (I7", 12, pa,  6) 
and (~2 = (I7, 12, i62,5). Let G = (~, 12, 16a n 162,5). Since 16t n 162 _C 16t, G is 
unambiguous by the corollary to Lemma 4.3. To complete the proof, it thus suffices 
to show that L(G) = L(O1) f'~ L(02) =/ (G1)  ('~ L(G2). 
Since every production in G is in G~ and in G2, L(G)_CL(Ox)c~L(G2). Now 
suppose that x is in L(Ga) n L((72). Then there exist leftmost derivations 
5 ~wl=~'"~w~=x in C 1 
and 
5=~y1=~ "" =~ Y, ---- x in G 2. 
By Lemma 4.3, the derivations coincide, so that the productions involved are in 
161 n P2. Thus x is in L(G), and L(GI) t'5 L(O2) ~- L(G). 
We now turn to the difference of B-languages with the same terminals and brackets. 
THEOREM 4.2. The difference of two B-languages with the same terminals and 
brackets is a language. 
Proof. Let Gt = (V l ,  Z, ZL, ZR, Pt, #1) and G2 = (V2, Z, ZL, ZR, P2, ~2) be 
B-grammars with the same brackets and terminals. Then G I = (V, 12, P t ,  (r) and 
(72 = (V, ~2, P2,  o). Let 
A = {y/there xists some y ~ x in fit - -  if2} 
and 
Let 
B = v - (nun) .  
L' = (~ in V*/~ =~ x in 0~) - - (V -  A)*. 
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Clearly {x in V*/a :~ x in G1} is a language (although not necessarily a B-language) 
and (V -- A)* is a regular set. It is known [3] that ifL is a language and U is a regular 
set, then L -- U is a language. Thus L' is a language. Note that L' is the set of all 
words generated from a in G x which contain at least one occurrence of an element 
in A. For each ~ in V -- s let 
L e={x ins  1 for some ~y in /5  a - /5} .  
Clearly L~ is a language and consists of all words in s having a derivation (from ~) 
beginning with a production in P1 --/32. In particular, Le = 0 if r is in B. Let r be 
the substitution on V* defined by r(a) = {a} for each a in V -  A and r(7) = Ly 
for each 7 in A. By Theorem 3.3 of [3], z(L') is a language. It is known that if L is 
a language and R regular, thenL c~ R is a language [3]. Thus T(L') n s is a language. 
To each derivation in G 1 of a word w in ~-(L') n s from e, there corresponds a 
leftmost derivation in C x of w from a using the same productions. By Lemma 4.3, 
each such word w is not inL(C2). Conversely, any w inL(G1) -- L(02) is in r(L') c3 s 
Then L(Gx) -- L(Gz) = L(Gx)  - -  L(G2) = .(L') c~/2* is a language, completing the 
proof. 
Remark. It can be shown, although not done here, that L( G1) -- L( G2) is an 
unambiguous language. 
5. SOLVABILITY 
It is well-known [3] that most of the decision problems for languages are recursively 
unsolvable. Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, many of these problems for B-languages 
become recursively solvable. 
THEOREM 5.1. It is solvable to determine, for arbitrary B-grammars G 1 = (V  1 , Z, 
27L, 2~R, P1, al) and G 2 = (V2, Z, ZL,  ZR,  P2, a2) with the same brackets and 
terminals, whether 
(a) L(GI) m L(Gz) : f). 
(b) L(Ga) ~ L(G2) is finite. 
(c) L(Gi) n L(G2) is infinite. 
(d) L(G1) --L(G2) = O. 
(e) L(al )  -- L(G2) is finite. 
(f) L(G1) -- L(G2) is infinite. 
(g) L(ai) _L(G~). 
(h) L(G~) = L(G,). 
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Proof. (a)-(f) follow from the effectivity of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, 
and the fact that it is solvable whether an arbitrary language is empty, finite, or 
infinite. (g) follows from (d) and the fact that L(G1) C_L(G2)if and only if 
L(G1) --L(G3) = 0. (h) follows from (g) and the fact that L(G1) --L(G2) if and 
only if L(GI) CL(G2) and L(G2) _CL(G1). 
We have one further solvability result. 
THEOREM 5.2. It is solvable to determine for an arbitrary grammar G = (V, Z, P, or) 
whether there exists a B-grammar G 1 = ( V, Z1, ZL , ZR , P, ~) with Z = Z x t_) ZI. t.) 27R. 
Proof. Let G = (V, Z, P, (r) be an arbitrary grammar. If  there is a production 
--+ y with [ y ] < 2, then there is no B-grammar G 1 = (V, Z1,27L, ZR,  P, ~) with 
Z = Z 1 U ZL tO ZR.  Suppose that each production ~:--+ y has the property that 
I Yl ~> 2. Let 
Z 2 = {v in V/~ ~ vw is in P for some w in V*}, 
23 = {v in V/~ ~ wv is in P for some w in V*}, 
and 
Z 4 = {v in Z/~ --~ vlwxv%v ~is in P for some v 1 , v 2 in V and Wl, w z in V*). 
Then, as is easily seen, there exists a B-grammar G x = (V, Z x , ZL, ZR,  P, o) with 
Z~ = ~1 I,.) Z~ L ( . J  Z~ R if and only if (i) Z 2 V Z 3 _C Z and (ii) {Z2, Z3, Z4} is a family 
of pairwise disjoint sets. [If (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then take Z L = Z~, Z R = 273, 
and Z 1 = Z 4 .] The theorem follows from the fact that each of the preceding steps 
is effectively calculable. 
In passing we mention the following three open problems: 
(1) Is it solvable to determine for an arbitrary grammar G whether L(G) is a 
B-language ? 
(2) Is it solvable to determine for arbitrary B-grammars G 1 and G 2 whether 
L(G1) CL(G~) ? 
(3) Is it solvable to determine for arbitrary B-grammars G x and G~ whether 
L( G1) = L( G~) ? [Note added in proof: This problem has recently been shown solvable 
by A. J. Korenjak and J. E. Hopcroft.] 
6. CONNECTIONS WITH CODES 
The original motivation for the study of B-languages was their linguistic interpreta- 
tion as sets of P-markers, i.e., as sets of "structural descriptions." It  turns out that 
the B-languages are codes with very special properties. In this section we present 
some of these properties. 
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DEFINITION. A code is a subset L of X* with the property that for each w 1 ,..., we, 
Yl .... ,Yz inL ;  w 1... we ~--Yl...Y, implies k = l and wi =yi (1  <~ i ~< k). 
The reader is referred to [7] and [8] for a discussion of codes and their applications. 
We summarize some elementary code properties of B-languages in the following 
result. 
DEFINITION. A set L of words is said to have the prefix (suffix) property if no 
prefix (suffix) of a word in L is also in L. 
DEFINITION. A code L C_ Z*  detects (x, y) in 27* • ~* if for each u, v in 27*, uxv 
in L implies uyv is not in L. 
THEOREM 6.1. Every B-language is a prefix code, a suffix code, and detects every 
(w, E) and (E, w), w ~ E. 
Proof. Let L be a B-language. By Corollaries 2 and 3 of Theorem 2.2, L has both 
the suffix and the prefix properties. It is well-known [9] that a set with the prefix 
(suffix) property is a code. Thus L is also a code. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.2, 
L detects every (w, E) and (E, w), w ~ E. 
Let L be a B-language and xyz a word in LL*  which has been transmitted. Suppose 
y is not necessarily in LL*  but contains a word in LL*.  Then, as the next result shows, 
the (unique) largest subword in y which is in LL*  can be recovered. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let L be a B-language. Suppose there exist u, v, w, x, y,  z, u', v', w', 
x', z'  such that (i) xyz, x'yz', v, and v' are in LL  *; (ii) xu, x' u', wz, and w'z' are in L *; 
and (iii) y ~ uvw = u' v'w'. I f  no suffix of u or u' is in L, and no prefix of w or w' is 
in L; then v ~ v'. 
Proof. Since xyz and x'yz' are in LL*,  there exist ~1 ,-.., c~r, fix ..... 38 in L such 
that xyz = or o~ r and x'yz' = f la . . ,  f i s .  Let s 0 = at+ 1 = f lo = f l s+ l  = E. Clearly 
~yz • xuvwz = (xu)(vwz) = ~1... ar. Since xu is in L*, v is in LL*,  and L is a 
prefix code, then vwz = a~(1) --- a, for some j(1), 1 ~ j(1) ~ r. Since no suffix of u 
is inL,  u is a suffix of c~j(1)_ 1 and u @ c~j(1)_ 1 . Since L is a suffix code and wz is inL* ,  
v = aj(1).., a~(2) for some j (2 ) , j (1 )~ j (2 )~ r. Since no prefix of w is in L, 
w is a prefix of c~(2)+1. Similarly, v' = ilk(x)...ilk(2) for some k(1) and k(2), 
I ~< k(1) <~ k(2) ~< s, u' is a suffix of ilk(a)-1, and w' is a prefix of ilk(2)+1 9
Consider y - uvw = uc~(1) ... ar -- u'fle(1) ... fle(2)w'. Suppose u = u' u" for 
some u" @ ~. Then there exists a smallest integer t, k(1) ~< t ~< k(2) + 1 such that u 
is a prefix of u'fle(1 ) ... fi~. Since no suffix of u is in L, u @ u'fle(l ) ... f it. Then 
u ~ u'flk(x) ... flt-aUl n for some prefix u 1 :A E of fl~, u 1 @ fit. Since u 1 is a prefix 
it If t = k(1), then ilk(t) ... fl~-x = 4. 
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of fit, #s(ul)  > 0 by Theorem 2.1. Since u 1 is a suffix of u, thus a suffix of aJ(9-1, 
ul :A c, and u 1 4: ar ; it follows that #s(ul)  < 0 by Theorem 2.1. This con- 
tradiction establishes that there is no u" 4: r such that u = u'u". Similarly there is 
no u" :~ c such that u' = uu'. Thus u = u'. In a similar fashion, w = w'. Hence 
v = a J ( t )  - ." a~(2) = f~( ; )  - ." fk (~)  = v ' ,  
and the proof is complete. 
The "decoding problem" associated with a code L consists of finding an algorithm 
which transforms each word u inLL* into the word $u15 ... $u~$, where u = u a ... uk, 
each u~ in L and $ a new symbol. [ If  u is in LL*, then since L is a code there exists 
exactly one sequence u 1 ,..., uk, each ui in L, such that u = u a ... uk .] We now 
construct an c-free deterministic pushdown transducer which functions as the 
"decoder" for a given B-language. 
DEFINITON. An E-free deterministic pushdown transducer is a 7-tuple S = (K, Z, F, 
A, Ix, Zo, q0), where (i) K, 27,/', Zo, and qo are the same as in an c-free deterministic 
pushdown automaton; (ii) A is a finite nonempty set (the output alphabet); (iii) it is a 
mapping of K X Z X F into K x F* x A* satisfying the following condition: For 
each (q,a) in K x 2Y, there exists some (p,~,,y) in K X P* • A* such that 
Ix(q, a, Z0) = (p, ZoO, y). 
Notation. Given a pushdown transducer, let I-* be the relation on 
K X Z* x F* x A* defined as follows: For p ,q  in K, w in Z*, Z in F, a in Z, 
and Y, Yx in A*; let (p, aw, aZ, y) ~'(q,w,~y, yya) if Ix(p,a,Z) -=- (q,~',Yl). For 
a,/3 in F*, y, y '  in A *, and x~ in Z (1 ~< i ~< k); write (p, xl. . .  xkw , o~, y) ~'* (q, w, fl, y') 
if there exists Pl =P,... ,Pk+I = q in K, ~1 =-a, ' . ' ,a~+l = f in T*, and 
Y = Yx ,...,Yk+t = Y' in A* such that 
(p~ , xi ... xkw, cq, Yt) b (Pi+t, x~+a ... xkw, at+ 1 , Y~+a) 
for each i. 
For each x in Z*, let S(x) = y if (qo, x, Z0, c) I-* (q, E, ~, y) for some (q, a) in 
K• 
THI~OI~M 6.3. For each B-grammar G = (V, Z, ZL,  ZR,  P, a), there exists an 
E-free deterministic pushdown transducer S = (K, O, F, ~ U {$, r Ix, Zo , qo), where $ 
and r are two symbols not in ~2, with the following properties: 
(i) I f  u = u t ... uk =/=, is in L(G)*, each u, in L(G), then S(u) = $ul$u ~ ... $uk$. 
(ii) I f  u # c is not in L(G)*, then S(u) is not in (g2 to {$})* $. 
Proof. Let $, r and Z o be new symbols. For each [i in XL, let ]~ be a new symbol. 
Let S = (K, ~, F, I2 to {r $), Ix, Zo, qo), where K = {qo, ql, q2}, /~ ---= V to {]~/[i in 
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2:L} W {Zo} , and/x  is the function of K • ~Q • F defined as fol lows:/z(qo, [ i ,  Zo) = 
(qo, Zo]~ wa, $[~) if a --* [~w]~ is in P;  i~(qo, [~, ~) = (qo, ]~ wa, [~) if ~: --+ [iw]~ is in P;  
~(qo, a, a) = (qo, ~, a) for all a in 2: w 2: a ; i~(qo, ]i, ]~) = (ql ,  E, ]i $) for each 
[~ in 2J L ; ix(q1, [~, Zo) ----- (qo, Zo]; wa, [~) if a --+ [~w]~ ; and/L(q, a, Z)  = (q2, Z, r 
for all other (q, a, Z) in K • D • F.  It  is readily verified that S has the prescr ibed 
properties. 
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